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INTRODUCTION
As of December 2019, there were an estimated 1,226,454
businesses based in Canada. Nearly 74 percent of them
were quite small, with only between one and nine employees
(ISEDC 2020). In 2017, 63.5 percent of Canadian small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) were majority owned by
men, 15.6 percent were owned by women, and 20.9 percent
were equally owned by men and women. By definition,
SMEs employ between 1 and 499 people (Huang 2020).
Greater than 92 percent of SMEs majority owned by women
have fewer than 20 employees (Cukier et al. 2020). In 2018,
women accounted for 38% of self-employed Canadians.
During the last year, it has become clear that the COVID-19
pandemic has been especially hard on Canadian firms
with less than 20 employees, particularly those in serviceproducing sectors. The pandemic is also exacerbating
structural inequalities, with women facing disproportionate
levels of unemployment while performing more than their
fair share of unpaid child care, elder care and household
duties.
In the midst of this pandemic, mostly during October
2020, a survey on supplier diversity (SD) in Canada was
conducted, with special focus on suppliers that are majority
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owned by women. In general, SD extends internal diversity
and inclusion (D&I) into the upstream supply chain. It
offers firms owned, managed and operated by diverse
groups of people (i.e. Indigenous Peoples, LGBTQ+ people,
people with disabilities, veterans, visible minorities and/or
women) equal opportunity to become suppliers of goods
and services.
Approximately 300 WBE-certified suppliers were sent
invitations to complete the on-line questionnaire. Of
the respondents, 72 confirmed their WBE certification.
Thus, the response rate among WBE-certified suppliers
is about 24 percent. Invitations were also sent to a
much larger list of non-certified suppliers, government
agencies, non-profits and media organizations. The
response rate from this larger group was considerably
smaller.
A total of 143 potential respondents accessed the
supplier survey link. Thirteen of them did not respond
to any of the questions and were removed from the
dataset. Thus, this report is based on 130 complete and
partial responses.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Like Larson (2012), Bateman et al. (2020) trace the roots of
supplier diversity (SD) to the American civil rights movement
in the 1960s. They suggest that SD programs are “more
important than ever,” due to growing awareness of systemic
racism in the United States and elsewhere. SD can be linked
to an organization’s moral and ethical standards, while
creating economic opportunities for business people from
disadvantaged communities. Bateman et al. (2020) also
recognize a business case for SD, by fostering competition
and broadening the supply base, SD can lead to better
quality and lower cost purchasing decisions. However, they
also argue that “too few companies have (SD programs)
and many of those who do have allowed their initiatives
to become token gestures.”
Several years earlier, Robinson (2016) asked: “Does Supplier
Diversity Really Matter?” He asserts that organizations
need a diverse supplier base to be considered “innovative,
responsive, and cost-effective.” More than 99 percent of
American companies are “small businesses” – and more
than half of these firms are owned by women and/or people
identified as minorities. While women- and minority-owned
firms account for over 50 percent of American businesses,
they command only about 6 percent of total revenues
(Robinson 2016).
Most of the research literature on SD focuses on the
buyer side of the equation (e.g. Larson 2012; Larson et
al. 2016). In a rare, supplier focused study, Krause et
al. (1999) examine the perspectives of minority-owned
suppliers (companies 51 percent or more owned by a
minority person such as Black, Hispanic, Native American
or Asian-Pacific American) about their relationships
with a large American industrial manufacturing firm
with a well-established supplier development program.
From the 210 companies in their sampling frame, 89
responses were received, yielding a 47 percent response

rate. Duration of the buyer-supplier relationship (with
< 9 years considered “short” and > 9 years considered
“long”) had no effect on SD benefits and barriers.
Suppliers were further classified as either small (sales
< $10 million) or large (sales > $10 million) and as
either of low or high dependence on the buyer. If < 20
percent of a supplier’s sales were with the large buyer,
that supplier’s dependence was deemed to be low.
Dependence was termed “high” if more than 20 percent
of the supplier’s sales were with the buyer. Krause et al.
(1999) found that larger and more dependent suppliers
perceived SD programs to be more beneficial. On the
other hand, smaller and less dependent suppliers faced
greater communication and supply chain barriers (e.g.
supplier reduction objectives of the buyer).
Most of the literature on SD has come from North America
or the UK, with a focus largely on programs targeting visible
minority-owned suppliers (e.g. Larson 2012), rather than
women-owned suppliers. In addition, SD programs in
Canada have mostly been initiated by large, private-sector
buyers, as opposed to government agencies. However,
this may be changing, as the federal government hosted its
third Diversifying the Federal Supply Chain Summit March
23-25, 2021. The purpose of this summit is “to increase
the diversity of federal government suppliers and raise
awareness of the public and private sector programs that
can help all gender identities, Indigenous Peoples, racialized
people, persons with disabilities and other minority groups
access federal contracting opportunities” (Canada 2021).
This report presents the results of a recent survey of
primarily women-owned suppliers in Canada. It is unique
in its focus on the supplier side of the fundamental buyersupplier exchange relationship, from the perspective of
women-owned suppliers.
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RESULTS
This section of the report presents question-by-question results based on responses to the survey. It also includes
additional selective statistical analysis of interesting inter-relationships among the data.
Q1. Is your business a diverse business, i.e. majority owned, managed and operated by a person or persons
representing one or more of the groups listed below?
 Indigenous Peoples

 People with disabilities

 Visible minorities

 LGBT+ people

 Veterans

 Women

Yes: 128 / No: 1 – All respondents (except one) belong to one or more of the diversity groups.
Q2. Does your business have certification from any of the diversity councils listed below? (If your answer
is no, please briefly explain why not and indicate whether you would consider obtaining certification, as a
diverse supplier.)
 CAMSC – Canadian Aboriginal and Minority Supplier Council
 CCAB – Canadian Council for Aboriginal Business
 CGLCC – Canadian Gay & Lesbian Chamber of Commerce
 IWSCC – Inclusive Workplace and Supply Council of Canada
 WBE Canada – Women Business Enterprises Canada
Yes: 89 (69.5%) / No: 39 (30.5%) – A majority of survey respondents are certified by one or more of the diversity
councils. Of the suppliers not certified, six reported being interested or in the process of becoming certified,
three were unaware or unfamiliar with certification, and another three perceived diversity certification to be
too expensive or not useful.
Following are several specific comments from the “interested” group:
“We would definitely be interested in all possible certifications”
“I am in the process of applying for certification.”
“I am exploring obtaining certification from WBE.”
“Will obtain when business has been going for three years”
And here are a couple of comments from the unaware group:
“Didn’t even know of their existence or whether I qualify”
“(I) never heard of WBE Canada until recently. Right now, I don’t have any means to pay without knowing that it
would bring me businesses.”
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Q3. Please indicate which of the following Canadian certifications your business has. For each certification
you have, indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree that the certification has met your expectations.
Finally, please also feel free to briefly explain your ratings vis-à-vis expectations.
Certification

Frequency

Average rating*

CAMSC

4

3.00

CCAB

3

3.00

CGLCC

3

2.25

IWSCC

4

3.00

WBE Canada

72

2.45

*Rated from 1 to 4: 1 = expectations not met; 2 = partly met; 3 = fully met; 4 = exceeded

On average, all five certifications were rated between expectations partly and fully met. Only WBE Canada was
rated by more than four respondents. Regarding WBE Canada, the average rating (2.47) was in the middle of
partly met and fully met.
Responding certified suppliers were also invited to explain their assessments of whether certification has met
their expectations. The explanations offered fall into three categories: negative, positive, and unsure due to
being newly certified. Here are selected comments from newly certified suppliers expressing uncertainty in
their ratings:
“Just newly certified so not sure whether they’ve met my expectations yet”
“Too soon to say”
“We are new to WBE and have not been able to fully explore all of the benefits.”
Next, on a positive note, the following comments reveal ways WBE Canada is meeting expectations of its
certified suppliers:
“We like the communication and efforts of the WBE.”
“(WBE) has provided opportunities that wouldn’t have been possible otherwise”
“Connecting with suppliers and other women-owned businesses has certainly exceeded my expectations.”
“Good amount of engagement with members both corporate and WBE”
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Finally, several other comments show how some suppliers feel their expectations are not being met. These
explanations amplify the primary supplier goal of gaining new business, while recognizing the possible role of
the pandemic on business opportunities. Such comments include the following:
“Our goal is to secure contracts with buyers. That hasn’t happened yet.”
“Too many events; need to quit my regular job or hire someone to keep up”
“Expectations not being fully met are more related to the impact of COVID on WBE events than specific to anything
WBE has not done.”
Q4. Please rate the importance of the following motivators for your decision to certify.
Motivator

Average rating*

To increase sales and profits

4.39

To gain access to large supply chains

4.27

To meet requirements of corporate or government buyers

3.94

To use as a marketing/promotional tool

3.81

To access the diversity network

3.77

To gain access to events

3.35

To support expansion into global markets

3.09

Recommendation of an advisor, mentor or other organization

2.94

Recommendation from another certified business

2.82

Our internal research into diversity certification

2.76

To access training opportunities

2.74

*Rated from 1 to 5: 1 = very low importance; 2 = low; 3 = medium; 4 = high; 5 = very high importance

The two leading motivators to certify – to increase sales and profits and to gain access to large supply chains –
are both rated between high and very high importance, on average. The next two motivators – to meet buyers’
requirements and to use as a promotional tool – are also about gaining new business. On the other hand, access
to training opportunities, along with recommendations from advisors, mentors or peers, are of relatively low
importance as motivators to certify.
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Survey respondents were invited to indicate other motivators not on the list above. They mentioned the
following additional motivators:
“To create awareness, increase participation and help the government close the gaps by providing feedback via
board and committee work.”
“To stave off erosion of current business by another minority supplier “
“A U.S. client insisted”
“To break the “Old Boys Club” establishment, dominated mostly by rich white men (not being discriminatory)”
“To support the movement myself – this certification does nothing for me otherwise.”
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The table below shows results of principal components analysis (PCA) of the eleven motivators. PCA is a statistical
technique to determine whether a set of variables, such as these eleven motivators, can be explained by a smaller
set of components or factors. Using the eigenvalue > 1.0 criterion, three factors are extracted from the eleven
variables. Together, these three factors explain more than 65 percent of the total variance. For interpretation,
motivators are assigned to components for which their loadings are > .50. (Loadings express the correlation
between a variable and a component.)
Component 1 contains an assortment of items, spanning internal research into certification, mentor and peer
recommendations, and perceived need for access to events and training. It could be interpreted as the “information
gathering” factor. Component 2 can be interpreted as the “business growth” factor, since it is about increasing
sales, gaining access and meeting buyer requirements. Note that these three items are also rated the three most
important motivators (see previous table). Finally, component 3 clearly focuses on “networking and marketing.”

Component
Motivator
1

2

To increase sales and profits

.818

To gain access to large supply chains

.789

To meet requirements of corporate or government buyers

.537

3

To use as a marketing/promotional tool

.847

To access the diversity network

.768

To gain access to events

.540

To support expansion into global markets

.759

Recommendation of an advisor, mentor or other organization

.805

Recommendation from another certified business

.694

Our internal research into diversity certification

.655

To access training opportunities

.750
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Q5. Please rate the value of each of the following benefits of certification for your company.
Benefits of certification

Average rating*

Networking with companies and/or government agencies

4.12

Being listed in supplier databases

4.03

Attaching our certificate to RFP responses

3.68

Networking with peers (i.e. other diverse suppliers)

3.52

Access to events and tradeshows

3.51

Peer-to-peer partnership opportunities

3.47

Supplier development/mentoring opportunities

3.18

Certification council support

3.17

Access to training and education

3.03

The advocacy work of the councils

3.03

Earning awards and recognition

2.54

*Rated from 1 to 5: 1 = very small benefits; 2 = small; 3 = moderate; 4 = large; 5 = very large benefits

The top two perceived benefits of diversity certification are networking with private and public sector buyers
and being listed in supplier databases. These are the only two benefits rated “large” or above, on average. Similar
to the leading motivators, these benefits are about opportunities to do business. On the other hand, the lowest
rated benefit is earning awards and recognition. All other possible benefits are rated between moderate (3) and
large (4), on average.
Additional benefits mentioned by survey respondents
“Government policy changes to benefit WBE”
“Tier one and tier two automotive diversity requirements”
“Biggest benefit is easier access to market translating to higher profitability”
“To promote to other people that I support diversity and that they should too”
“Opportunity to have 1 on 1 business and strategy coaching”
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PCA is also used to further analyze the eleven benefits of certification. Two components emerge under the
eigenvalue > 1.0 criterion, explaining over 61 percent of the total variance. The following table shows all factor
loadings > .50. Component 1 appears to largely reflect benefits directly linked to the certification council, such
as attaching the certificate to bids, council advocacy and support, and access to training. Component 2 is more
about networking and other business benefits, e.g. being listed.
Component
Benefits of certification
1

2

Networking with companies and/or government agencies

.811

Being listed in supplier databases

.763

Attaching our certificate to RFP responses

.572

Networking with peers (i.e. other diverse suppliers)

.785

Access to events and tradeshows

.559

Peer-to-peer partnership opportunities

.541

Supplier development/mentoring opportunities

.785

Certification council support

.739

Access to training and education

.818

The advocacy work of the councils

.730

Earning awards and recognition

.515

Q6. How much new business have you gained due to becoming certified?
Amount

Frequency

Percent

None

39

51.3

Small amount

31

40.8

Moderate

3

3.9

Large amount

3

3.9

11

.612
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Over 90 percent of the respondents report that they had gained either none or only a small amount of new
business due to becoming diversity certified. This is in sharp contrast to the top-rated motivator for deciding to
become certified: To increase sales and profits. On the other hand, nearly 49 percent of the certified suppliers
had gained at least some new business since becoming certified.
Impact of Organizational Size and Length of Certification on New Business Gained
To assess the impact of organizational size on the amount of new business gained since certification, Q6 responses
are collapsed into two categories: none (i.e. no new business) and some (any amount of new business). Q16 (see
p. 19) responses are also collapsed into two categories: less than ten employees and ten or more employees. The
following table reveals results of the new business gained by organizational size cross-tabulation.
Organizational Size*
New Business

Total
Small

Large

None

24

14

38

Some

12

25

37

Total

36

39

75

*small: < 10 employees; large: 10+ employees

Computing Pearson Chi-Square (7.09; p-value = .008) confirms a significant relationship between the number
of employees and amount of new business gained since certification. Note that 67 percent (24/36) of the small
suppliers gained no new business since becoming certified. However, 64 percent (25/39) of the large suppliers
report having gained some new business. It is evident that small suppliers face a greater challenge in realizing
business growth after earning certification.
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The next table shows a cross-tabulation of new business gained by number of years certified. At 13.44 (p-value
= .004), Pearson Chi-Square confirms a significant link between duration of being certified and new business
gained. While 79 percent of those suppliers certified for less than one year report no new business, 74 percent of
suppliers certified for three to five years indicate gains of some new business. The percent of certified suppliers
having gained new business starts at 21 percent for those certified less than one year, jumps to 53 percent for
suppliers in the one or two year range, and rises further to 74 percent for suppliers certified for three to five years.
This evidence suggests it tends to take suppliers several years of being certified to realize new business growth.
Duration (number of years certified)
New Business

Total
<1

1 or 2

3 to 5

6 to 10

None

19 (79%)

9 (47%)

6 (26%)

5 (50%)

39

Some

5 (21%)

10 (53%)

17 (74%)

5 (50%)

37

Total

24

19

23

10

76

Q7. For how long have you been certified?
Years

Frequency

Percent

Less than 1

24

31.6

1 or 2

19

25.0

3 to 5

23

30.3

6 to 10

10

13.2

More than 10

0

0.0

The duration for which respondents have been certified ranges from less than one year to six to ten years.
None of the respondents have been certified for more than ten years.
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The following table is a cross-tabulation of Q16 by Q7, showing the relationship between the size of a supplier and
the number of years that supplier has been certified. A large majority (87 percent) of the suppliers certified less than
one year are small. On the other hand, 70 percent of those certified for 3 to 5 years are large – and 100% of suppliers
certified for 6 to 10 years – are large. While these results do not establish causality, it is reasonable to surmise that
certification facilitates growth.
Duration (number of years certified)
Organizational Size

Total
<1

1 or 2

3 to 5

6 to 10

Small

20 (87%)

9 (47%)

7 (30%)

0

36

Large

3 (13%)

10 (53%)

16 (70%)

10 (100%)

39

Total

23

19

23

10

75

Q8. Would you recommend certification to other diverse businesses?
Recommend?

Frequency

Percent

Yes

73

96.1

No

3

3.9

An overwhelming portion of the respondents would recommend certification to their peers. Only four
percent would not recommend certification to other diverse businesses. Respondents were also invited to
briefly discuss why they would recommend certification to their peers. Following is a selection of some of the
reasons given:
“It’s important we create more awareness and increase participation to grow together.”
“Yes I would not only for the knowledge and opportunities that could arise but for the opportunity to also learn from
others and build great friendships and share each other’s ideas.”
“I would recommend certification as it can open doors with companies looking to meet diversity requirements. It
also proves financial stability and provides credibility for your business.”
“The certification opens doors that otherwise wouldn’t have been possible; however, we as businesses still need to
tune into what the potential supplier needs and strive to meet their demand. The certification is not a guarantee
that you’ll have business growth.”
“While it hasn’t yet led to new business, the hope is that it will if we keep participating.”
“It’s been a learning experience and have let other women owned agencies know of WBE. I had not heard of it before.
It’s good to know there are certifications out there since we are moving into a world of being socially conscious.”
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“The networking opportunities are second to none.”
“Networking opportunities and the certification opens doors.”
“Excellent for both learning from other businesses and from how to navigate a variety of procurement processes.”
“Certification does open doors to new clients who consider supplier diversity and D&I in general to be of value to
their company. Also, it’s important that we all support one another on this journey.”
“It’s a great way to meet other divers businesses and larger suppliers.”
Q9. As a diverse supplier, how would you rate your overall experience with corporate/government buying
organizations?
Rating

Frequency

Percent

Excellent

3

2.8

Good

25

23.6

Mixed

33

31.1

Fair

16

15.1

Bad

21

19.8

No response

8

7.5

The respondents report a wide range of experiences with corporate and government buying organizations. While
26.4 percent of the respondents report good or excellent experiences with buying organizations, 34.9 percent
report fair or bad experiences. Another 31.1 percent of the respondents had “mixed” experiences.
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Q10. Please describe the biggest barrier for your business in accessing large buyers/supply chains.
Several themes emerge from respondents’ comments about barriers to access. Not surprisingly, the most common
barrier is “access,” though not necessarily access to buying organizations but rather access to the right person,
the actual decision maker. Following are several comments that express this barrier:
“Failure to have the introductions to TRUE decision-makers facilitated”
“The actual buyers are not involved in WBE only the purchasing departments – they have limited ability to impact
decision making.”
“Getting access beyond supplier diversity members”
“Finding the right individual to speak with”
“The second most common theme is about “bureaucracy” as a barrier, i.e. the administrative effort required to
get in the game by responding to RFPs or submitting bids for business. A selection of such comments follows:
“The amount of paperwork involved for possibly no return”
“The time it takes, the layers to decision making and red tape”
“Bureaucratic, obstacle focused rather than solution oriented”
“It’s time consuming registering on large buyer’s sites and submitting RFPs. We have to weigh the time involved with
accessing business from smaller organizations.”
The third most frequently mentioned barrier confirms the prior finding that “size matters.” This barrier is
exemplified by comments such as:
“Our size, and the fact that we are not always visible, many buyers still don’t know we exist and still can’t seem to
find a way to include us, various factors still knock us out of the competition.”
“Being noticed and included over larger orgs with similar services”
“They don’t take risks with new/smaller suppliers, and prefer to pay more for suppliers they “know””
“Our business size; we (are) small and I sensed from conversations with potential buyers that might be an issue”
Two other notable barriers are the “incumbency problem” and lack of awareness or appreciation of diversity by
the buying organization. Buyers often have established relationships with incumbent suppliers, making it very
difficult for alternative suppliers to get their foot in the door. The following comments express these barriers:
“Many of the buyers already have their purchasing relationships in place, hard to crack that.”
“They already have a supplier in our space.”
“Some buyers just don’t care or don’t understand the importance of having a diverse supply chain”””
“… buyers do not know how important SD is for the economy”
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Q11. In your opinion, which Canadian company has the best SD program -- and why?
The most common response to this question, made by 36 suppliers, is “I don’t know” or “I’m not sure.” However,
several SD programs are recognized as “the best” by the respondents. These organizations received more than
one vote as having the best SD program in Canada:
Bank of Montreal (BMO) – 5 votes
Royal Bank of Canada (RBC) – 4 votes
City of Toronto – 3 votes
Telus and Wal-Mart Canada – 2 votes each
In addition, the following organizations each received a single vote as having the best SD program in Canada:
Toronto-Dominion Bank (TD), Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC), Accenture, Ernst and Young,
Kellogg’s, Staples and Toyota Canada.
Q12. Please estimate the percent of your revenues coming from the following types of buyers. (The total
should be 100 percent)
Type of buyer

Average Percent

Large corporations

41.7

Government agencies

14.5

Diversity-certified firms

4.6

All other buyers

39.2

At 41.7 percent, the largest source of sales revenue for the survey respondents is the large corporations. A much
lower share of revenues comes from government agencies.
Q13. Next, estimate the percent of RFPs you see that include your diversity group among the criteria.
On average, 13.1 percent of the RFPs viewed by the respondents include their diversity group’s criteria (e.g.
gender or visible minority).
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Q14. Where is headquarters for your organization? (Please indicate city and country)
City

Frequency

Toronto

32

Montreal

8

Vancourver

8

Mississauga

7

Ottawa

7

Halifax

3

Winnipeg

3

Other Ontario

16+

Most of the survey respondents are Ontarians. While 32 of the respondents are based in Toronto, seven are
based in Mississauga with another seven based in Ottawa. An additional 16 respondents are based elsewhere
in Ontario. Montreal is home to eight respondents, as is Vancouver.
Q15. For how long has your business been in operation?
Duration

Frequency

Percent

Less than 1

3

2.9

1 or 2

10

9.6

3 to 5

14

13.5

6 to 10

18

17.3

11 to 20

25

24.0

More than 20

34

32.7

Nearly one-third of the respondents have been in business for more than 20 years. The other two-thirds range
from less than one year to 20 years in business.
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Q16. How many employees do you have, not counting yourself?
Employees

Frequency

Percent

None, it’s just me

14

13.5

1 to 4

26

25.0

5 to 9

14

13.5

10 to 99

44

42.3

100 to 499

5

4.8

500 or more

1

1.0

In terms of number of employees, respondent firms range from one-person operations to one company with 500
or more employees. The most common number of employees is 10 to 99, followed by 1 to 4 employees.
Q17. Please estimate your annual business revenue (in Canadian $), using the following ranges:
Revenue

Frequency

Percent

Less than $500,000

31

30.1

$500,000 to $999,999

16

15.5

$1 million to $4,999,999

25

24.3

$5 million to $9,999,999

7

6.8

$10 million to $49,999,999

11

10.7

$50 million or more

3

2.9

I prefer not to answer

10

9.7

Respondent firms span a wide range of annual revenues, from less than $500,000 to $50 million or more.
The most prevalent size of respondents is less than $500,000 of annual revenue, followed by $1 million
to $4,999,999.
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Q18. Select the category that best describes the industry or sector your organization operates in.
Industry

Frequency

Percent

Business/Professional Services

36

35.6

Information Technology

9

8.9

Manufacturing

7

6.9

Retail or Wholesale Trade

7

6.9

Chemical and Pharmaceutical

3

3.0

Construction

3

3.0

Transportation/Warehousing

3

3.0

Travel and Tourism

3

3.0

Education

2

2.0

Health/Social Services

2

2.0

Purchasing/SCM Consulting

2

2.0

Entertaining or Publishing

1

1.0

Hospitality/Recreational

1

1.0

Other
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21.8

The largest industrial category of respondent organizations is “business/professional services” at 35.6 percent.
In addition, it appears that many of the “other” industry responses (see below) could be classified as business/
professional services, e.g. staffing, marketing, coaching and legal support.
Other responses: Recruitment & Staffing; Marketing/Promotion; Promotional and Incentive; Relocation Management
and Recoveries Management; Marketing and Communication; Executive Coaching; Automotive, PPE; marketing
& Communication; Photography / Video / CGI; Innovation Strategy and Marketing; Staffing, Human Resources;
Advertising/Marketing; Manufacturing & Retail/Wholesale Trade; CX/Mystery Shopping Services; Training;
Private Investigations, Legal Support, Surveillance; Medical Devices; Coaching for Mindfulness, Creativity
and Mental Health; Industrial Cleaning and Facilities Maintenance Services; Design, Manufacture, Infection
Prevention & Control Communications; Marketing; Law Firm
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Q19. Finally, in the space below, please also share any additional comments or questions you have about the
survey or supplier diversity. In your opinion, what is needed to advance SD in the future?
A total of 50 comments addressed the question: “What is needed to advance SD in the future?”
The most frequent comments relate to corporate and government commitment. The respondents believe there
is need for more visibility/transparency and larger corporations have a responsibility to take the lead in support
of SD. There is a belief that some CEOs are not taking the lead while others support the initiative but fail to
spread it throughout their organizations. There was a suggestion that commitment to SD could be measured and
corporations could be held accountable. Other suppliers believe the government should take the lead through
public policy and financing. The specific comments on “what is needed” include the following:
“More visibility and more large corporations to support SD, particularly through direction of their spends.”
“More public policy pressure; government procurement must be forced to spend a minimum of 10% through
real diversity”
“A corporate commitment that is measured, to which the organizations are accountable”
“Assistance from federal government to facilitate procurement opportunities and financing”
“It’s often a “nice to do” but not mandated by the CEOs of major corporations.”
The next most frequent comments identify the need for advertising/promoting the importance of SD
certification. The respondents believe organizations need to be made aware of the importance of the value
of diversity and inclusion and the resulting benefits to the economy. Advertising is advocated to educate
existing clients, find new opportunities, and inform the general population. Here are several examples of
such comments:
“Awareness of SD benefits for our economy; more organizations understanding the value of inclusion and diversity;
supplier diversity programs need to be promoted/marketed more”
“Marketing the importance of SD to other industries: natural resources, professional services, retail,
entertainment, etc.”
“I think there should be more lobbying for governments, on all levels, and educating buyers of large corporations to
connect with diverse suppliers.”
“Most important is keep sharing; let your clients and new opportunities know you are SD”
“The concept of diverse suppliers and diversity programs need to be in the forefront of businesses and government.
Ideally an advertising campaign would help the population at large understand what it is all about. I think the
individual groups are doing a great job but now we need more exposure to the rest of the country. I still meet people
who work for the corporates who have a diversity spend program, who do not know about it or what it means.”
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There is a belief among many respondents that organizations must embed inclusion within supply chain processes.
Procurement has the responsibility to bring the right stakeholders to the table, and needs to be held accountable
for making the appropriate introductions. Some suppliers suggest more rigorous and sophisticated methods
for inclusion in the bidding process; others favor simplifying processes and encouraging smaller businesses to
participate. Several relevant comments follow:
“A more rigorous and sophistication method for inclusion in the bidding process”
“Less hoops, more direct connections”
“Simplify procurement processes and actively encourage smaller businesses to apply.”
“Procurement needs to be held accountable to making the appropriate introductions. They don’t mean that business
is guaranteed, but an introduction should be.”
“Finding a way for corporation to integrate SD in their supply chain”
Finally, respondents feel the certification councils must continue to take a leading role in the growth of SD.
Suggestions include a simplified application process, boot camps for new and interested members, and increased
awareness. Emphasis was placed on the need to promote communication and facilitate connections with decision
makers particularly in small businesses. A few comments on possible council actions follow:
“Make it easy and less time consuming. I attended an event and started the process; however, I did not have a week
where I could dedicate to the application.”
“Maybe a boot camp for new or interested members that helps to get our presentations/planning ready to meet/deal
with the corporates. Helping us start with a level of professionalism.”
“More communication to certified and uncertified women organizations, yearly “onboarding” draws to promote
awareness.”
“Connect with small businesses like us”
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CONCLUSIONS
Key learnings from the survey include the following:
The top three rated motivators for suppliers to become
certified are: (1) to increase sales and profits; (2) to gain
access to large supply chains; and (3) to meet requirements
of corporate or government buyers. Thus, it appears that
growing the business is the primary motivation for pursuing
certification.
Almost half of the responding certified suppliers have
gained at least some new business since becoming certified.
However, only 33 percent of “small” suppliers (those with
less than 10 employees) gained new business, while 64
percent of “large” suppliers (with ten or more employees)
gained new business after certification. There is clearly
an opportunity to improve upon the experience of the
smallest suppliers. Buyers tend to place large orders that
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exceed a small supplier’s capacity. Perhaps consortiums of
small certified suppliers could be created to bid on larger
contracts. Large buyers could also be encouraged to develop
or ramp-up second-tier programs. The question is: How can
we help small suppliers gain new business?
A supplier’s duration of certification (i.e. the number of years
certified) also appears to have an effect on new business
gained. While 79 percent of those suppliers certified for
less than one year report no new business, 74 percent of
suppliers certified for three to five years indicate gains
of new business. It takes several years of being certified
for most suppliers to realize new business growth. Thus,
suppliers should be patient and “stick it out” for a few years.
The question is: What can be done to help newly certified
suppliers realize business growth more quickly?

RECOMMENDATIONS
This survey was designed to provide the data necessary
to continue the inclusion of underrepresented Canadian
businesses, specifically women-owned businesses, in
large supply chains and move supplier diversity forward
in Canada. Based on the survey findings, we are pleased
to share our recommendations:
1. More corporate and government supplier
diversity programs are needed in Canada
This report confirms that Canadian womenowned businesses are seeking more business
opportunities with the primary reason for
certification being increase of sales and profits.
At the time of writing this report, WBE Canada
has 42 Corporate Members – organizations
committed to buying from Canadian WBEs.
We need more organizations to join the effort
to support the success and sustainability of
Canadian Women Business Enterprises. More
opportunities will result in faster growth for
Canadian WBEs. As they grow, Canadian WBEs
are likely to develop their own domestic supplier
diversity programs, and seek opportunities
to export their products and services. These
initiatives would greatly benefit from public
sector support, including tax incentives. This
would be especially timely now, as we look to
post-pandemic recovery.
2. Supplier diversity programs are needed in all
regions across Canada
Results of this report mirror the reality in
supplier diversity in Canada - the majority
of opportunities and certified suppliers are
in Ontario. To ensure that women-owned
businesses from all regions are supported
and able to grow, it would be beneficial to
turn existing supplier diversity programs into
enterprise-wide initiatives with goals and
tracking across all Canadian locations. This

of course will take longer to implement. The
low hanging fruit would be to create supplier
diversity programs directly in provinces and
territories with the support of provinces
and municipalities. WBE Canada has tools
and support necessary to help local, regional
and provincial organizations with the
implementation.
3. Increased awareness of supplier diversity is
needed
Supplier diversity programs continue to be a
mystery for many women-owned businesses.
Organizations need to better promote the results
and benefits of their programs, perhaps through
success stories, corporate announcements,
social media, and at industry events or other
marketing initiatives. While purchasing from
diverse suppliers is still very low, improvements
to the supplier diversity programs make a huge
difference for women-owned businesses and
other diverse businesses. More research and
visibility into the impact of supplier diversity
could act as a motivator for other organizations
and diverse businesses to join the movement.
4. Women-owned businesses need to take
greater initiative
As results of this survey show, it takes several
years of being certified to realize new business
gains. Suppliers need to be patient and “stick it
out” for a few years. They should be proactive
and leverage smaller procurement opportunities
offered by select municipalities. They should
also take full advantage of training and support
designed to help them scale up, and focus on
building a strong B2B network. Ideas like
partnerships or a consortium of small certified
suppliers might be a great solution until secondtier reporting gets developed.
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5. Rapid scale up of startups and smaller
women-owned businesses is needed
While 49 percent of Certified WBEs received some
business after certification, small suppliers have
gained less new business than larger suppliers.
Perhaps orders are so large that they exceed a
small supplier’s capacity. Buying organizations
might consider introducing second-tier reporting
to influence transformation in their upstream
supply chains. Introduction of smaller scope pilot
programs could hugely benefit women-owned
businesses and help them build credibility and
experience within the larger supply chains.
With size and scope requirements of many
large organizations continuing to be barriers
of entry for some WBEs, governments are
encouraged to invest in programs designed
to help women-owned businesses scale up
to ensure they are not disqualified at the starting
line. Tax incentives or extra points during the
RFP process for organizations with commitment
to supplier diversity could greatly scale up the
implementation of such programs across Canada.
WBE Canada designs onboarding and training
programs to support smaller suppliers through
their first year of certification via learning and
development to ensure their success in large supply
chains in the long term. We also focus on precertification training and development programs,
constantly looking for more partners willing to
help suppliers scale up for effective participation
in supply chains.
There is no magic button that will transform Women
Business Enterprises overnight. Women-owned
businesses still lack access to large supply chains. They
face red tape, biases and other barriers when trying to
get access to opportunities. Many times they’re still not
considered – and not invited to participate.

While we welcome increased adoption of supplier
diversity at more organizations across Canada, the
adoption of programming is still slow. The Government
of Canada alone has been pursuing a gender agenda
for many years, listing socio-economic procurement
in PSDC Minister Mandate letters since 2015.
Unfortunately, in 2021, there still are no policies,
programs, strategies or goals in place. Inaction on
supplier diversity is costly - without access to supply
chains women entrepreneurs will be unable to scale
up and grow to create sustainable revenue for their
firms and support for their communities. McKinsey
& Company, in its 2017 report The Power of Parity:
Advancing Women’s Equality in Canada, estimated that
supporting Canadian women-owned businesses and
tapping into the immense potential that they have,
could re-energize Canada’s economy, adding about
$150 billion in incremental GDP by 2026 (Devillard
et al. 2017). As governments and corporations
design their pandemic recovery plans, it is strongly
recommended they consider having supplier diversity
targets included in leadership and departmental
score cards.
While we still have a long journey ahead of us to ensure
diversity, inclusion and equity in supply chains, it is
important to understand that every journey begins
with the first step. Organizations that took that
step 10-15 years ago are ahead of the game. But
those that didn’t will be further ahead next year if
they start today than if they wait until tomorrow…
Based on our findings, the authors encourage diverse
suppliers to consider becoming certified. In addition,
those suppliers already certified are urged to seek
opportunities to serve the growing list of buyers with
supplier diversity programs. We also encourage leaders
of buying organizations to initiate supplier diversity
programs or further advance their existing programs.
Finally, it’s time for various levels of government to “get
in the game!” We encourage federal, provincial and
municipal government agencies to fully support the
supplier diversity movement. This is about economic
prosperity and social mobility for all Canadians.
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